Intercultural Youth Dialogue Association (IYDA)

Job-Titel:
Call for a Photographer and Video Editor

Job-Beschreibung
Call for a Photographer and Video Editor

Part Time Job (Preferably H-BRS Students)

Based on the needs of the project, the photographer will take pictures of people, settings, events and objects. They will use their artistic and technical skills to create images the clients will love. The photographer will design settings, using props and backgrounds to create compositions based on the client’s request. In addition to taking high-quality images, the photographer will also maintain all camera equipment, including lights, lenses, and tripods. After pictures are complete, the photographer will resize, edit, airbrush, and otherwise enhance images using Photoshop or other photo editing software. They will then work with the client to determine the best package and presentation of their photos.

Photographer responsibilities:

- Select and assemble proper equipment, and choose settings and props based on client’s wishes and theme of the photo shoot.
- Properly light subjects using artificial or natural lighting and using flashes and reflectors where necessary.
- Determine desired images and compositions and choose equipment, props, settings, and lighting to achieve desired results.
- Retouch, resize and enhance images as needed using Photoshop or other photography software.
- Use traditional or digital cameras, along with a variety of equipment such as tripods, filters, and flash attachments.
- Determine desired images and picture composition, selecting and adjusting subjects, equipment, and lighting to achieve desired effects.
- Determine technical requirements of productions or projects.
- Adjust apertures, shutter speeds, and camera focus based on a combination of factors such as lighting, field depth, subject motion, film type, and film speed.
- Manipulate and enhance scanned or digital images to create desired effects, using computers and specialized software.
- Create computer-generated graphics or animation.
- Transfer photographs to computers for editing, archiving, and electronic transmission.
- Determine project goals, locations, and equipment needs by studying assignments and consulting with clients or advertising staff.
- Review sets of photographs to select the best work.
- Review art or design materials.
- Maintain records, documents, or other files.
- Maintain inventories of materials, equipment, or products.
- Take pictures of individuals, families, and small groups, either in studio or on location.
- Perform maintenance tasks necessary to keep equipment working properly.
- Maintain recording or broadcasting equipment.
- Write photograph captions.
- Write informational material.

Photographer skills and requirements:

- Ability to use different types of photographic equipment and photography software.
- Understanding of artificial and natural lighting and how it affects different settings, shapes and skin tones.
- Operate still or video cameras or related equipment.
- Good communication and people skills, with the ability to discuss complex artistic concepts in easy-to-understand terms.
- A keen eye for detail and a well-developed artistic and creative aesthetic.
- Ability and willingness to travel occasionally.

Application Requirements:

- Detailed CV.
- Detailed Portfolio (Minimum 10 Projects) in PDF Format.
- 2 Videos From your Creation.
- If the applicant is short-listed, there will be an Interview.
Kontakt

E-Mail: e.pazdzierny@agd-eu.org
Telefon: +49 2226 908937
Webseite: http://www.iyda.de
Einsatzort: Von-Liebig-Straße 20, 53359 Rheinbach, Deutschland
Art der Beschäftigung: Teilzeit
Vergütung: nach Vereinbarung
Zeitraum der Beschäftigung: nach Vereinbarung

Firmenname: Intercultural Youth Dialogue Association (IYDA)
Ansprechpartner: Frau Ewa Pazdzierny
Jetzt bewerben: m.abdelhameed@agd-eu.org


Bitte beziehen Sie sich in Ihrer Bewerbung auf https://www.stellenwerk-bonn-rhein-sieg.de/